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Thousands of patients die every year due to diagnostic errors. While clinicians’ cognitive biases play a
role in many diagnostic errors, underlying health care system problems also contribute to missed and
delayed diagnoses.

Diagnostic Error in Medicine.
Singh H, ed. BMJ Qual Saf. 2013;22(suppl 2):ii1-ii72.
Articles in this special issue cover efforts to reduce diagnostic errors, including patient engagement and
cognitive debiasing.

Improving Diagnosis in Health Care.
Committee on Diagnostic Error in Health Care, National Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine. Washington, DC: National Academies Press; 2015. ISBN: 9780309377690.
The National Academy of Medicine (formerly the Institute of Medicine) launched the patient safety
movement with the publication of its report To Err Is Human. The group has now released a report about
diagnosis, which they describe as a blind spot in...

Diagnostic Safety Issue Briefs.
Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; 2020-2024.
Diagnostic safety has increased its footprint in research, publication, and awareness efforts worldwide.
This series of occasional publications introduces diagnostic process concerns and efforts to address
them. Topics covered include clinical...

Improving Diagnostic Safety and Quality 
Jawad Al-Khafaji, MD, MHSA, Merton Lee, PhD, PharmD, Sarah Mossburg, RN, PhD | April 26, 2023
Throughout 2022, AHRQ PSNet has shared research that elucidates the complex nature of misdiagnosis
and diagnostic safety. This Year in Review explores recent work in diagnostic safety and ways that
greater safety may be promoted using tools developed...
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Measurement

Advancing the science of measurement of diagnostic errors in healthcare: the Safer Dx framework.
Singh H, Sittig DF. BMJ Qual Saf. 2015;24:103-110.
This commentary describes a three-element framework to enable study and evaluation of diagnostic
errors. The model considers the sociotechnical process through which diagnosis happens, the external
factors that influence the patient–clinician...

Improving Diagnostic Quality and Safety/Reducing Diagnostic Error: Measurement Considerations.
Final Report
Washington DC; National Quality Forum: October 6, 2020.
With input from a stakeholder committee, the National Quality Forum identified recommendations for
the practical application of the Diagnostic Process and Outcomes domain of the 2017 Measurement
Framework  for measuring and improving diagnostic...

Measure Dx: A Resource to Identify, Analyze, and Learn from Diagnostic Safety Events.
Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; July 2022.  AHRQ Publication No. 22-
0038.
Diagnostic improvement continues to gain focus as a goal in health care. The Measure Dx tool provides
teams with guidance and strategies to detect and learn from diagnostic errors in their organizations. It
includes a checklist to gauge readiness for...

Diagnostic Error Identification and Definition and Analysis

Changes in rates of autopsy-detected diagnostic errors over time: a systematic review. 
Shojania KG, Burton EC, McDonald KM, et al. JAMA. 2003;289:2849-2856.
A systematic review of the literature from 1966 to 2002 was performed to determine the rate at which
autopsies detect important, clinically missed diagnoses and the extent to which this rate has changed
over time. Fifty-three autopsy series were...

Identifying and analyzing diagnostic paths: a new approach for studying diagnostic practices.
Rao G, Epner P, Bauer V, et al. Diagnosis (Berl). 2017;4:67-72.
This commentary explores diagnosis of common conditions in primary care and highlights approaches
for studying the process, such as practice variation and patterning. The authors suggest big data as a
method to mine electronic medical records to...

Body of evidence: do autopsy findings impact medical malpractice claim outcomes?
Gartland RM, Myers LC, Iorgulescu JB, et al. J Patient Saf. 2020;17:576-582.
This study reviewed medical malpractice claims spanning a 10-year period involving deaths related to
inpatient care. Two physicians completed a blinded review of the claim to determine whether there was
major, minor or no discordance between the...
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Use of patient complaints to identify diagnosis-related safety concerns: a mixed-method evaluation.
Giardina TD, Korukonda S, Shahid U, et al. BMJ Qual Saf. 2021;30:996-1001.
Patient complaints are increasingly used to identify opportunities for patient safety improvement and to
predict avoidable patient harm. In this retrospective study, researchers analyzed patient complaint and
medical record data and found that manual...

Patient Engagement

Every Patient Tells A Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.
Sanders L. New York, NY: Broadway Books; 2009. ISBN: 9780767922463.
This book includes narratives about how physicians and patients work through the challenging and
complex task of diagnosis.

Learning from patients' experiences related to diagnostic errors is essential for progress in patient safety.
Giardina TD, Haskell H, Menon S, et al. Health Aff (Millwood). 2018;37:1821-1827.
Reducing harm related to diagnostic error remains a major focus within patient safety. While significant
effort has been made to engage patients in safety, such as encouraging them to report adverse events and
errors, little is known about patient...

Toolkit for Engaging Patients to Improve Diagnostic Safety.
Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; August 2021. AHRQ Publication No. 21-
0047-2-EF.
Patient and family engagement is core to effective and safe diagnosis. This new toolkit from the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality promotes two strategies to promote meaningful engagement and
communication with patients to improve diagnostic...

Patient Experience as a Source for Understanding the Origins, Impact, and Remediation of Diagnostic
Errors.
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD. July 2023.
Engaging patients to capture their insights after diagnostic error is one of the top patient safety
strategies. This pair of issue briefs describes how organizations can use patient experience to inform
improvements in diagnosis. Volume 1: Why...

Technology and Diagnosis

Beyond Dr. Google: the evidence on consumer-facing digital tools for diagnosis.
Millenson ML, Baldwin JL, Zipperer L, et al. Diagnosis (Berl). 2018;5:95-105.
Recently, several mobile health care applications have been developed and marketed directly to
nonclinician consumers. Researchers reviewed the literature regarding direct-to-consumer diagnostic
applications. They found wide variation in the safety...
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Health IT Safe Practices for Closing the Loop.
Partnership for Health IT Patient Safety. Plymouth Meeting, PA: ECRI; August 2018.
Inadequate follow-up of test results can contribute to missed and delayed diagnoses. Developing optimal
test result management systems is essential for closing the loop so that results can be acted upon in a
timely manner. The Partnership for Health...

Application of electronic trigger tools to identify targets for improving diagnostic safety.
Murphy DR, Meyer AN, Sittig DF, et al. BMJ Qual Saf. 2019;28:151-159.
Identifying and measuring diagnostic error remains an ongoing challenge. Trigger tools are frequently
used in health care to detect adverse events. Researchers describe the Safer Dx Trigger Tools
Framework as it applies to the development and...

Patient perspectives on the usefulness of an artificial intelligence-assisted symptom checker: cross-
sectional survey study.
Meyer AND, Giardina TD, Spitzmueller C, et al. J Med Internet Res. 2019;22:e14679.
Online symptoms checkers are increasingly used, but formal validation of these tools is lacking. This
survey of 329 patients’ experience using an artificial intelligence-assisted online symptom checker
found that patients most commonly used the tool...

Variation in electronic test results management and its implications for patient safety: a multisite
investigation.
Thomas J, Dahm MR, Li J, et al. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2020;27:1214–1224.
This qualitative study explored how clinicians ensure optimal management of diagnostic test results, a
major patient safety concern. Thematic analyses identified strategies clinicians use to enhance test result
management including paper-based manual...

Closing the loop on test results to reduce communication failures: a rapid review of evidence, practice
and patient perspectives.
Wright B, Lennox A, Graber ML, et al. BMC Health Serv Res. 2020;20:897.
Incomplete or delayed test result communication can contribute to diagnostic errors, delayed treatments
and patient harm. The authors synthesized systematic and narrative reviews from multiple perspectives
discussing diagnostic test result...

Value of Teamwork in Diagnosis

Defining the critical role of nurses in diagnostic error prevention: a conceptual framework and a call to
action.
Gleason KT, Davidson PM, Tanner EK, et al. Diagnosis (Berl). 2017;4:201-210.
In light of recent expert analysis and improvement work, the concept of treating diagnosis as team
activity is gaining acceptance. This review describes a framework for engaging nurses in the diagnostic
process to enhance multidisciplinary teamwork...
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The new diagnostic team.
Graber ML, Rusz D, Jones ML, et al. Diagnosis (Berl). 2017;4:225-238.
Teamwork has been highlighted as a key component of patient safety that also applies to improving
diagnosis. This commentary describes how the team approach to diagnosis is anchored in patient-
centered care and suggests that the diagnostic team must...

Bringing the clinical laboratory into the strategy to advance diagnostic excellence.
Lubin IM, Astles J R, Shahangian S, et al. Diagnosis (Berl). 2021;8:281-294.
Diagnostic error reduction continues to be a patient safety focus. This article outlines innovative ways
clinical laboratory professionals can support diagnostic excellence, such as improved communication
between laboratory professionals, providers...

Cognition and Reasoning and Decision Making

Diagnostic Errors in Medicine: What Do Doctors and Umpires Have in Common?
Mark L. Graber, MD | February 1, 2007
Strike 3—You're OUT! Many a baseball game hinges on the accuracy of calls made by the men in black
behind home plate. Umpires make crucial split-second decisions under conditions of substantial pressure
and uncertainty, a challenge familiar to front...

The importance of cognitive errors in diagnosis and strategies to minimize them. 
Croskerry P. Acad Med. 2003;78:775-780.
This article summarizes a series of cognitive error types referred to as “cognitive dispositions to
respond” (CDRs). The author reviews previously described CDRs, such as failures in perception and
heuristics, overconfidence bias, and anchoring. He...

Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases.
Kahneman D, Slovic P, Tversky A, eds. Cambridge, NY: Cambridge University Press;
1982. ISBN: 0521284147.
Judgement is an inherently human activity that is susceptible to a variety of influences that degrade its
effectiveness. This assembled volume collectively helped to establish an understanding of the
mechanisms by which humans commit cognitive errors...

What's the trouble? How doctors think. 
Groopman J. New Yorker. January 29, 2007.
The author discusses how heuristics can lead to errors in physician judgement and decision making.

Safety II in Diagnosis: Learning from What Goes Right

Interventions targeted at reducing diagnostic error: systematic review.
Dave N, Bui S, Morgan C, et al. BMJ Qual Saf. 2022;31:297-307.
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This systematic review provides an update to McDonald et al’s 2013 review of strategies to reduce
diagnostic error.  Technique (e.g., changes in equipment) and technology-based (e.g. trigger tools)
interventions were the most studied...

Diagnostic Excellence.
JAMA. Nov 2021-Sep 2022. 
Diagnostic excellence achievement is becoming a primary focus in health care. This 20-article series
covers diagnosis as it relates to the Institute of Medicine quality domains, clinical challenges and
uncertainties, and priorities for...

Recognizing Excellence in Diagnosis: Recommended Practices for Hospitals.
Washington, DC: Leapfrog Group; July 2022.
Diagnostic safety is beginning to be established as a systemic, rather than solely an individual
performance issue. This report recommends strategies that support systemic work toward
diagnostic excellence and selected implementation stories...

All Library Content

Patient Experience as a Source for Understanding the Origins, Impact, and Remediation of Diagnostic
Errors.
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD. July 2023.
Engaging patients to capture their insights after diagnostic error is one of the top patient safety
strategies. This pair of issue briefs describes how organizations can use patient experience to inform
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Diagnostic improvement continues to gain focus as a goal in health care. The Measure Dx tool provides
teams with guidance and strategies to detect and learn from diagnostic errors in their organizations. It
includes a checklist to gauge readiness for...
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diagnostic error.  Technique (e.g., changes in equipment) and technology-based (e.g. trigger tools)
interventions were the most studied...

Toolkit for Engaging Patients to Improve Diagnostic Safety.
Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; August 2021. AHRQ Publication No. 21-
0047-2-EF.
Patient and family engagement is core to effective and safe diagnosis. This new toolkit from the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality promotes two strategies to promote meaningful engagement and
communication with patients to improve diagnostic...

Use of patient complaints to identify diagnosis-related safety concerns: a mixed-method evaluation.
Giardina TD, Korukonda S, Shahid U, et al. BMJ Qual Saf. 2021;30:996-1001.
Patient complaints are increasingly used to identify opportunities for patient safety improvement and to
predict avoidable patient harm. In this retrospective study, researchers analyzed patient complaint and
medical record data and found that manual...
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and patient perspectives.
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Wright B, Lennox A, Graber ML, et al. BMC Health Serv Res. 2020;20:897.
Incomplete or delayed test result communication can contribute to diagnostic errors, delayed treatments
and patient harm. The authors synthesized systematic and narrative reviews from multiple perspectives
discussing diagnostic test result...

Improving Diagnostic Quality and Safety/Reducing Diagnostic Error: Measurement Considerations.
Final Report
Washington DC; National Quality Forum: October 6, 2020.
With input from a stakeholder committee, the National Quality Forum identified recommendations for
the practical application of the Diagnostic Process and Outcomes domain of the 2017 Measurement
Framework  for measuring and improving diagnostic...

Variation in electronic test results management and its implications for patient safety: a multisite
investigation.
Thomas J, Dahm MR, Li J, et al. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2020;27:1214–1224.
This qualitative study explored how clinicians ensure optimal management of diagnostic test results, a
major patient safety concern. Thematic analyses identified strategies clinicians use to enhance test result
management including paper-based manual...

Body of evidence: do autopsy findings impact medical malpractice claim outcomes?
Gartland RM, Myers LC, Iorgulescu JB, et al. J Patient Saf. 2020;17:576-582.
This study reviewed medical malpractice claims spanning a 10-year period involving deaths related to
inpatient care. Two physicians completed a blinded review of the claim to determine whether there was
major, minor or no discordance between the...

Patient perspectives on the usefulness of an artificial intelligence-assisted symptom checker: cross-
sectional survey study.
Meyer AND, Giardina TD, Spitzmueller C, et al. J Med Internet Res. 2019;22:e14679.
Online symptoms checkers are increasingly used, but formal validation of these tools is lacking. This
survey of 329 patients’ experience using an artificial intelligence-assisted online symptom checker
found that patients most commonly used the tool...
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Application of electronic trigger tools to identify targets for improving diagnostic safety.
Murphy DR, Meyer AN, Sittig DF, et al. BMJ Qual Saf. 2019;28:151-159.
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1982. ISBN: 0521284147.
Judgement is an inherently human activity that is susceptible to a variety of influences that degrade its
effectiveness. This assembled volume collectively helped to establish an understanding of the
mechanisms by which humans commit cognitive errors...
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